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churche image in italy
the churchs
from the 1840s to 1946
A bibliographic essay
michael W homer

since italys
italis transformation from a kingdom to a republic in
1946 and the re establishment of the italian mission in 1966 there
has been a virtual explosion of articles published in italy concerning
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints hundreds of
magazine and newspaper articles have appeared in the italian press
as well as a scattering of books and pamphlets nevertheless fewer
books containing references to the church were published in italy
during the last twentyfive
twenty five years than in the preceding one hundred
years I many of these earlier books do not appear in chad J flakes
mormon bibliography and its ten year supplement 2 which attempt
to identify all books published concerning the church from 1830
1

to 1930

some of these works were published by the latter day saints
themselves after the establishment of the short lived italian mission
1850 1867 others were published by italian travelers to the
american west after the completion of the transcontinental railroad
and a few are translations of accounts written by british french and
german authors the remaining books and articles were published
by those who had never visited utah but still had opinions concerning the church this essay will identify and briefly describe
these works

LATTER DAY SAINTS IN ITALY
THE LATTERDAY

the italian mission
soon after lorenzo snow T B H stenhouse jabez woodard
and joseph toronto a sicilian who was converted to the church in the
michael W homer is an attorney in salt lake city utah he is also on the executive committee and board
estituto di scienze
of trustees of the utah opera company portions of this paper were delivered to the istituto
religiose in foggia italy on 2 may 1990 and to the department of sociology university of torino in
turin italy on 15 october 1990
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united states arrived in italy in 1850 to commence missionary
work elder snow made arrangements to publish a tract he had
josepha
written especially for the mission 3 la voix de joseph4
joseph4 was published in french because elder snow commenced his mission
sians who were located in the kingdom of
waldensians
among the Walden
sardinia and spoke french as did most of the inhabitants of
piedmont 5 in order to publish the book in turin the capital of the
kingdom which eventually absorbed the rest of the peninsula
and became the kingdom of italy in 1861 elder snow placed
a woodcut of a catholic nun anchor lamp and cross on the first
page and on the last noahs
moahs ark the dove and the olive 1166 no work
according to elder snow was permitted to be published which
attacks the principles of catholicism 7 that same year another
work by elder snow exposition des premiers principes de la
1
jours
doctrine de ieglise
leglise de jesus christ des saints des Derniers
verniers
derniers
sans nun and ark was also published in french in turin it was
translated from a pamphlet he had written while serving as a
missionary in great britain ten years earlier 9 for the first year of
the italian mission these were the only missionary tracts which
were circulated in italy the second pamphlet was republished
by T B H stenhouse after his arrival in geneva to organize the

swiss mission 10
the publication of elder snows pamphlets provoked two
swiss nationals to write responses which were distributed in
piedmont louis favez wrote a 46 page tract which advanced the
spaulding theory and quoted from la voix de joseph and
exposition des premiers principes nI I while emile guers wrote a
pamphlet in which he compared mormonism and irvingism and
criticized the corpus vile of elder snows paltry pamphlets 12
these pamphlets caused T B H stenhouse to respond with a third
church tract which was also criticized in subsequent writings by
13
11
guers
C bennetts anti
and
favez
at the same time john
mormon
monnon book the history of the saints 14 was also circulating
in italy
during his first six months in italy lorenzo snow wrote five
letters to church officials which recounted the history of the
Walden sians to the elders
mission and the general reaction of the waldensians
message he published these letters in a tract entitled the italian
mission in january 1851 when he returned to great britain to
supervise the translation of the book of mormon into italian 15 one
of these letters had previously been published in the millennial
star 16 and all were later included in eliza R snow smith
biography and family record of lorenzo snow 17 some also
appeared in tullidge s quarterly magazine 8
11
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FIGURE 1 the title page of
lorenzo snows la voix de joseph the first latter
day saint tract published in italy although intended for the italian mission the
tract is written in french the principal language of the piedmont and its title page
has a catholic style woodcut
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although these letters reflect lorenzo snows severe disappointment with the lack of progress of the italian mission he
proceeded with an italian translation published in london of the
monnon 19 although approximately 1000 copies were
book of mormon
18 of which were
published only 192 were actually bound in 1852
185218
presentation copies 20 the remaining copies were not bound until
1927 and 1930 the same period the church of jesus christ
ites published its own italian translation of the book of
bickertonites
Bickerton
mormon 21 in 1852 the italian mission also published an italian
translation of elder snows exposition des premiers principes22
principes22 of
which no copies apparently survive
of the three tracts and one book published in 1851 52 la
voix de joseph was most often mentioned by missionaries as being
useful in attracting new converts in his manuscript history jabez
woodard23
woodard2321 described one early convert as a firm believer in the
voice of joseph the official announcement of polygamy led to
criticisms by favez guers bennett and other early critics and in
italy influenced the image of the church which was confined to the
waldensian community living in piedmont stephan malan one of
the earliest converts to the church in italy and the first local
missionary wrote in his autobiography and family record that the
waldensian ministers announced to the people that the latter day
saint missionaries were a set of liars that they were wolves
in cheeps
sheeps clothing that they were hired by brigham young
to convert them as a bait to bring them to western deserts of
america and the recruits would be slaves and your young women
taken possession by that infamous polygamist and his associates
24
524
121
to satiate their lust and debauchery 521
such tactics did not always
work however woodard when finding they were trying to exwent again and preached plurality
cite prejudice in that way
to the father and the result was as it will ever be to an honest
mind the house soon became the stopping place for elders and
some of the highest names in the church have eaten and slept
21
beneath that hospitable roof 25
the journals of another early
italian missionary samuel francis are also available at the
church archives
when jabez woodard reported the results of the italian
mission to an assembly in the tabernacle in 1854 brigham young
Walden sians are only like the brute they are not
observed that the waldensians
to blame for their superstition and they are not the people to readily
26
receive the gospel 1121
three years later however after approximately eighty converts had immigrated to utah and all foreign
missionaries including those in italy were called back to utah
21
during the war he commented favorably upon their ancestors 27
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after 1857 few converts were made and the italian mission was
officially closed ten years later
during its seventeen year history the italian mission produced
fewer than two hundred converts the letters published in the
millennial star by woodard and other italian missionaries
demonstrate their disappointment in these results as well as in the
Walden sians 28 many of these letters are
churchs image among the waldensians
churche
either republished or paraphrased in daniel B richards the
allegory19
scriptural allegory19
after the closure of the mission george A smith summarized
its history in the first edition of the rise progress and travels of
atter day saints 30 the only change
the church ofjesus
of jesus christ 0of latter
made with respect to the italian mission in later editions which
were published in 1872 and 1873 was eliminating T B H stenhouse who had apostatized from the church from the list of elders
who had helped establish the italian mission in 1850 31 in all three
editions elder smith listed the names of daniel tyler and john L
smith as presidents of the swiss italian mission in the late 1850s
both tylers
eylers and smiths journals are in the LDS church archives

subsequent visits to italy

shortly before the closure of the italian mission the first
criticism of elder snow and his missionary activities was published
in italian in 1865 a translation of an article written by william J
conybeare originally published in the edinburgh review was
12
printed in milano 32
in this article conybeare criticized not only the
book of mormon the doctrine and covenants the practice of
polygamy and various doctrinal works published by church
officials but also the missionary work of lorenzo snow according
to conybeare elder snows account contained in the italian
mission was grotesque conybeare particularly criticized the
apostle for having contrived to deceive the roman catholic
authorities by publishing a tract under the title of the voice of
joseph with a woodcut of a nun for a frontispiece and a vignette
of a cross upon the title page under these false colors they hope
soon to win their way 33
the appearance of this anti mormon tract in italian is not
surprising because of its reference to the italian mission and
because beginning in the 1860s italy had become a battleground for
competing protestant messengers the latter day saints were
among the first to arrive in 1850 but they were followed by the
in 1864 and
Wesle yans in 1861
wesleyann
wesleyans
theadventists
1861 the baptists in 1863 the
adventists
the methodists in 1871
187L 34
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in the midst of this protestant onslaught elder snow returned
to italy but not to the waldensian valleys and not as a missionary
instead he his sister eliza george A smith and several other
genoa milano
tourists visited the major cities of italy
on their way to palestine just as
venice naples and rome
done five years earlier 355 like twain the travelers
mark twain had donefive
recorded their adventures in correspondence of palestine
tourists 36 parts of which were later included in eliza R snow
31
one site which elder
family
biography
and
record
smiths
snow had visited and described in 1850 and to which he returned in
1872 was the cathedral of san lorenzo in genoa in the description
of his second visit which is reminiscent of kwains
twains the innocents
abroad snow wryly observed that while he and his fellow travelers
attended a catholic service a guide
waited upon us through the building pointing out and explaining
various objects of interest he conducted us to a small chapel
enclosed by an ornamental railing and showed us the identical chain
with which john the baptist was bound while in prison previous to
um any
being beheaded and also his ashes enclosed in the silver urn
doubts we entertained of the genuineness of these articles we
refrained from expressing no woman is allowed to enter the chapel
of st john except one day in the year because one of her sex
instigated the death of this saint my sister who happened to be the
only lady present bore this interdiction with her characteristic grace
and fortitude 38

ironically lorenzo snows second visit to italy coincided
with the arrival in the waldensian valleys of the first RLDS
avondet reported in 1873 that he found
missionary john avondet avondetreported
mormons here but they all returned back to the protestant
many cormons
church orwaldenses
that the churchs
or
thatthe
church avondet claimed thattie
churche
Waldenses
image made his labors particularly difficult his main complaint
was polygamy he left italy within two years after having
31
performed only two baptisms 39
duning
ng the same decade joseph toronto who with elders
during
durl
duri
snow woodard and stenhouse had opened the italian mission
also returned to italy like lorenzo snow elder toronto did not
home town of palermo
return to piedmont but he did return to his hometown
sicily where he had spent most of his mission and had baptized a
few friends and relatives between 1850 and 1852 elder toronto
spent an additional one and one half years in palermo between 1876
and 1877 and returned to utah with fourteen friends and relatives
10
for whom he paid boat and train expenses 40
Torontos visit and perhaps elder snows attracted the
elder torontos
attention of the united states and italian governments in 1880 a
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united states consular official in palermo noted that a few
mormons
cormons of sicilian extraction had been in palermo during the
past five years to look after their pecuniary affairs and to represent
the advantages that must necessarily accrue to all those who
espouse their creed and emigrate to utah yet according to this
consular official their efforts were unavailing and the latter day
saints returned home alone in part because they refused absolutely to give pecuniary aid to all those who showed a disposition
to accompany them 41
in 1879 the charge daffaires
daffaires in rome george W wurts
also discussed the topic of the church with the italian prime
minister benedetto cairoli while noting that the only instance we
have known here of the presence of any mormon either as a
preacher or proselyte even as a visitor was last year when three
compatriots calling themselves mormon elders passed through
rome on their way to jerusalem perhaps a reference to snows
visit to rome six years earlier he also related the prime ministers
belief that although mormonism was not present in his country all
civilized christian powers should cooperate to terminate the
existence of a sect whose tenets are contrary to the recognized laws
of morality and decency wurts also told the prime minister that
although there was no cause to apprehend a mormon crusade in
italy where as yet mormonism is unknown a sect formed by david
lazzaretti who like joseph smith claimed to have visions and was
martyred demonstrated the possibility of the italian people being
led astray by the enticements of those who
blind them to every
sense of reason and of right 42
thus thirty years after the organization of the italian mission
the image of the church in italy advanced by protestant ministers
and government officials both united states and italian was still of
a sect composed of poor uneducated immigrants who illegally
practiced polygamy
after 1867 some of the original waldensian converts made
scattered attempts to find additional converts among the walden
sians jacob rivoire and his wife catherine jouve proselyter
proselyted
arague
in piedmont from 1879 1880 james bertoch and jules grague
spent a portion of their german swiss mission in piedmont
between 1891 and 1893 and daniel richards and paul cardon
also proselyted
Walden sians in 1900 these efforts
proselyter among the waldensians
failed to produce any additional converts and apparently went
unnoticed by the press and government no additional missionary
work of any significance was done until the early 1960s and in 1966
the italian mission was reestablished
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ITALIAN publications

concerning THE CHURCH

early italian observers of the church 1844 66

the image of the church which latter day saint missionaries
had attempted to cultivate in their tracts and discourses did not
penetrate beyond the narrow french speaking region populated by
the waldensians
Walden sians and their italian book of mormon did not circulate
among the larger italian speaking population the earliest italian
commentators on the church were not even aware that latter day
saints had attempted to proselyte their fellow countrymen for
almost two decades instead the image of the nineteenth century
church in italy was shaped by observations written by italians
themselves many of whom visited utah territory
father samuele mazzuchelli a dominican priest from
milano traveled to the united states in 1828 and preached to the
indians for the next thirty six years in 1843 mazzuchelli took a
holiday in italy where he published an anonymous book recounting
his experiences in america including a visit to nauvoo illinois 43
1915 and 1967 4515 the
the book was republished in english in 191544
congregation of the dominican sisters of the holy rosary of
Sin sinawa which was founded by father mazzuchelli in
sinsinawa
Sin sinawa wisconsin has recently published and presented a
sinsinawa
posidio
positio
Po sitio a document necessary for canonization which sets forth
Mazzu
mazzuchellis
chellis reputation for holiness to the congregation for the
posidio briefly mentions his visit among the
causes of saints the positio
latter day saints 4616
while in nauvoo which mazzuchelli visited because he
desired to see and speak with heresiarch known for several years
in every part of the republic and even in england the catholic
priest visited the prophet joseph smith mazzuchelli noted that
joseph declared that he had many times seen god face to face and
had had more revelations than the apostle st paul and that such
claims demonstrated that joseph was a false prophet who
1117
47
heresies 1147
propagated heresies
at the same time mazzuchelli argued that
solomon spaulding wrote the book of mormon and that the
1548
1141
48
cormons is chiefly the work of a certain P pratt 1541
theolo
theology
ty of the mormons
mazztjhelli
mazzuchelli also blamed the rise of the church on the gullibility of
protestant ministers and their congregations mazzuchelli had
apparently learned most of what he knew about the church from
suor
turners sMor
lAges or therise
the rise progress
monism inAl
reading J B turner
in ali
mormonism
ail ages
all
inallages
inai
and cause ofmormonism
of Mormonism 49 which he cited in his book and which
ironically also criticized catholicism 50
Mazzu chellis memoirs a
six years after the publication of mazzuchellis
second book which discussed the church appeared in italian 51
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antonio caccia had apparently visited the united states but it is
unlikely that he ever visited salt lake city for his work is both
biased and inaccurate for example he claimed that the latter day
saints immigrated to utah in 1848 and confused nauvoo with salt
lake city he did however accurately describe the saints as having
a theocratic government with a community of goods and a plurality
of women 52 despite its publication the same year as elder snows
Cac
arrival in italy caccias
maccias
cias book was apparently unknown to the elders
another early reference to the doctrine of plural marriage
appeared in a book concerning catholicism and society published
by francesco cavalleri in 1864 he noted that an official report of
the united states in 1851 had determined that eminent persons in
mormons
Mor mons have large numbers of wives
the protestant sect of cormons
even twenty and thirty and govenor yonk sic has even more 53
ten years after the arrival of elder snow while the elders were
still attempting to spread their mission to the larger italian speaking
and catholic population la civilta
Civilta cattolica a journal with strong
civilia
vatican ties published its first article devoted solely to the thirty
year oldchurch
oid church 54 la Civilta
old
viita cattolica was founded in 1850 by the
civilta
civilia
civiltacattolica
jesuits to combat the increasingly vocal attacks on the papacys
papa cys
temporal authority the article is the text of a speech delivered by
breisach
a catholic cardinal cardinal reisach
Acca demia di
Reisach to the accademia
Religione cattolica the cardinal made some of the same criticisms
religioner
religione
as father mazzuchelli fourteen years earlier but the article also
contains some interesting observations which reflect the authors
concerns about the nascent kingdom of italys
italis stated goal to annex
the papal states and his belief that there were similarities between
mormonism and catholicism for example he noted that mormonand in this
ism mixes and unifies the church with the state
horrifying and iniquitous religious social and political system I1
ask myself can one find a confirmation of catholic truth without
doubt
isnt it a catholic principle that the church must not be
these principles are recognized in
separated from the state
mormons
Mor mons 115555 similarly the author wrote that the
substance by the cormons
mormons
cormons
resort to primitive revelation through their inspired
no one can deny that in this there comes
infallible prophet
a testimony concerning the truth of catholic principles
1156
56
it must teach with infallibility 5556
mormonism recognizes
another catholic cleric who mentioned the church during
this same period was the bishop of annecy his book which
850s was published in
apparently appeared in french in the mid- i 1850s
italian in 1865 57 bishop rendu
lendu referred to the founder of the
church as john schmodt and noted that converts were being
made rapidly in england and scotland the church doctrine which
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apparently interested him the most was the power by virtue of the
work of saint paul 1 I corinthians 1529 to save the dead they wish
by receiving baptism for them 58
although several other italian authors wrote concerning the
11
these accounts
church in the 1860s including giuseppe fovel 59
were written without the benefit of travel to utah territory most
italian travelers who journeyed to utah did so after the completion
of the transcontinental railroad however at least two authors
visited the territory prior to 1869

early travel accounts 1853 69

the second time an italian visited a latter

day saint prophet
occurred ten years after father mazzuchellis
Mazzu chellis visit to nauvoo and
one year after elder snow returned to utah from italy count
leonetto cipriani leonetto means little lion visited brigham
young in salt lake city while en route to san francisco as part of
a business venture cipriani was bom
born in corsica and raised in
tuscany in 1852 he was appointed by the king of sardinia a
as that
kingdom which included both sardinia and piedmont
count rys first consul in san francisco after resigning from that
countrys
position he traveled to the midwest where he purchased cattle to
drive them west and sell them for profit in california during the
cattle drive he passed through salt lake city in 1853 upon arriving
in utah territory he met a fellow italian whom he referred to in his
book as gennaro capone but who was probably domenico ballo
a sicilian who had converted to the church and immigrated to utah
in 1851
taylor with whom
johntaylor
1851 6061 ballo introduced cipriani to john
cipriani was able to converse in french and elder taylor in turn
introduced cipriani to brigham young although cipriani spent
some time with the lion of the lord the little lions recollections consist mainly of his visit to the salt lake theatre where
ballo conducted the orchestra and of his various conversations
with elder taylor regarding the practice of polygamy the territorial
Cipri anis work is
government and the legal system although ciprianos
ciprianis
essentially complimentary it was not published until 1934 6111 more
than forty five years after his death yet it is possible that he
discussed the latter day saints during his long public service in
italy which included membership in the italian senate an english
translation of his book was not published until 1962 62
another italian enrico besana visited utah territory during
his first trip around the world in 1868 besana was the first
professional italian traveler who visited the united states in the
nineteenth century and who wrote vivid accounts of his adventures
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circum navigations of the globe he visited every
during his three circumnavigations
country in europe and asia as well as the united states hawaii
new zealand and australia his articles on his visit to utah in 1868
61
63
newspaper63
and in a weekly journal
were published in a milanese newspaper
1 the publication
published in the same city by emilio treves 64
Be
of besanas
sanas travel accounts by treves who was a well known
bekanas
milanese publisher is significant since the article contained the first
engravings of utah territory published in italy which were taken
from books by frederick piercy and others and because treves
soon published seven books which included lengthy descriptions of
the church

the fratelli treves travel accounts

1875 79

from 1875 to 1879 fratelli treves emilio treves published
italian translations of books written by richard burton 65 louis
simonin 66 william hepworth dixon 67 and joseph alexander graf
von hubner 6861 as well as the account of an italian traveler francesco
varvaro pojero 69 all of which contained graphic descriptions of utah
co
and the latter day saints in addition emilio treves coauthored
and
authored
published a dictionary in 1878 which included several references to
utah and the latter day saints 70
Abridge ments of the books by burton simonin and dixon
abridgements
monaco71 and all
appeared in the french travel periodical le tour du monde
these foreign authors were translated into and published in french
71
editions prior to the publication of their italian translations 72
it is
likely that the italian translations were taken from the french rather
than the original english burton and dixon or german hubner
the engravings in the italian versions of burton and hubner were
taken from the original french translation of burton which
appeared in le tour du monde in 1862 and as will be seen they
perpetuated the mistakes made by the french translators
with the exception of burton the accounts of the non italians
were for the most part critical of the church and even Bur
tons
burtons
bartons
book was more critical in its italian version than in its english
edition these authors wrote for an audience which was concerned
about the spread of the church in their countries and about the
immigration of latter day saint converts to the united states most
had visited brigham young and referred to him as the pope of
mormonism although their impressions of president young
differed they were convinced that the church would disintegrate
after his death a change that would be helped by the increased influx of gentiles into utah territory after the completion of the
transcontinental railroad the authors emphasized the same topics
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as most writers who visited utah in the last three decades of the
nites temple ceremonies
Da
polygamy canites
nineteenth century
danites
blood atonement the legal system and their good impressions of
the salt lake city theater
even handed account of his visit to utah
Bur tons evenhanded
richard burtons
bartons
was first published in great britain in 1861 as the city of the
abridge ment of Bur
saints 73 the italian edition is an abridgement
tons english
bartons
burtons
work and is a translation from the french version that appeared in
le tour du monde in 1862 the french version excluded much of
Bur
burtons
bartons
tons original text and added an appendix which contained
portions of john hydes anti mormon diatribe mormonism its
leadership and designs 74 and engravings from books by howard
16 john
C bennett 77 and jules remy
stansbury 7 5I1 frederick piercy 76
and julius brenchly
Brench ly 78 the extracts taken from hydes book were
frenchly
purported to be his recollections of the latter day saint temple
ceremony the french translator translated the word endowment as
admission to the sect an error which was perpetuated in the
italian translation because of the translators confusion regarding
the meaning of the word endowment the captions given to several
engravings both in french and italian taken from bennetts anti
mormon book which lorenzo snow noted was circulating in italy
in 1850 are not consistent with the originals for example one
engraving depicting the temple ceremony is captioned the
cormons
baptism of the mormons
Mor mons it features a naked baptismal candidate
kneeling before an altar officiated over by three mitred
kitred ministers
clothed in white robes 79 A second engraving which depicted
Da
nites is labeled admission of a neophyte mormon it portrays
danites
canites
10
a man standing before three ministers in robes and maitres
mitres 80
other
engravings are also mislabeled
mis labeled for example camp at keokuk
becomes the great salt lake 81 the great salt lake becomes utah
lake 82 and fort utah becomes camp floyd 83
fratelli treves published two works by the french traveler
ia far west
louis simonin both of which mention the church i1
pignieri
degli stati uniti i pionieri
Pio nieri e i pelli rosse 1876 is the translation
simonians
of Sim
simonins
onins account published in le tour du monde in 1868 and
in book form in 1869 in which he described his first visit to the
united states although he did not visit utah at that time he
mentions at the beginning of his narrative that one of his traveling
companions teased a fellow coach passenger by telling him that
At traverso gli
brigham young was on the train 84 the second book attraverso
stati uniti dallatlantico al pacifico 1876 contains simonins
Sim onins
simonians
account of his visit to utah in 1872 this book was first published
in french in le tour du monde in 1874 and in book form in 1875 85
it was also published in the milanese magazine il giro del mondo
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in 1874 prior to being published in book form in italian 86 of particular
Sim onins account of having talked with T B H stenhouse
interest is simonins
simonians
who spoke very good french and who had preached Monnon
ism
mormonism
in switzerland he also observed that the churche
churchs missionary work
17
had been unsuccessful in france and italy 87
william hepworth dixon published three books in great
britain concerning his visits to and impressions concerning the
latter day saints the italian translation of one of these books the
white conquest la conquista bianca was published by fratelli
treves in 1877 the french translation appeared in le tour du
monde one year earlier in 1876 and in book form the same year as
the italian book 88 it was referred to by many subsequent italian
authors and seems to have had more of an impact upon italian
writers than books written by travelers of their own nationality it
treves
was serialized in italian by fratelli Tre
dei
mondo the
delmondo
vesss il giro del
same year that it was published in france by le tour du monde and
as such reached a wide audience
cormons
Mor mons seem
in conquista bianca dixon claimed that mormons
to have derived their chief ideas and adopted their chief practices

la

10 and
from the indian lodges90
lodges10
that the completion of the
lodges 90
transcontinental railroad signaled the end of the religion because it
would cause them to have more contact with gentiles and less
with the indians he looked upon the apostasy of T B H
stenhouse and the divorce proceedings filed by ann eliza young as
evidence of the churchs
churche decline
in 1879 fratelli treves published a fifth book by a foreign
author who had visited utah joseph alexander graf von hubner
was an austrian count and diplomat who journeyed around the
world from 1871 to 1873 and published his account in german in
entorno al mondo contains some of the same
1874 passeggiata intorno
Bur tons book
engravings published in the italian edition of burtons
bartons
Mor
cormons
mormons91
including the baptism of the mormons
mons and admission of a
neophyte mormon 111292 and perpetuates the mistakes made by
Burtons french translator
burtons
bartons
during the same decade that fratelli treves published books
by burton simonin dixon and hubner it also published the
account of an italian traveler who visited utah in 1876 in fact
francesco varvaro pojero had read both dixon including new
america which was published for the first time in french in 1869 9311
and hubner which was also published in french 9 4 both of these
travelers clearly affected varvaro Pojeros judgment regarding the
nuovo mondo after a three
nei
saints before he wrote una corsa nel
delnuovo
nelnuovo
month stay in the united states like cipriani he was a minor
nobleman and like most travelers to utah he criticized the practice
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of polygamy theocratic government and the mountain meadows
massacre he also visited brigham young and like other italians
he was complimentary of the theater in salt lake city noting that
brigham young was very particular in his selection of plays and
that the theater in salt lake city did not have anything in common
with those scandalous places we have visited in denver and
cheyenne 95 varvaro pojero was asked by a church elder then
you must know without doubt our two brothers toronto and
lorenzo snow missionaries to your country although he was
visiting utah more than twentyfive
twenty five years after the opening of the
italian mission varvaro pojero responded by saying no 1I have
never heard of them the elder was incredulous 1 I cant believe it
lorenzo is a great missionary and he would convert you quickly he
would know how to demonstrate to you the evidence of the
sweetness of polygamy and he would not find it difficult to destroy
your aversion to it 96
varvaro pojero did not indicate whether he eventually met
proselyter by him but the publication of
elder snow or if he was proselyted
poneros
varvaro Po
pojeros book and the italian editions of burton simonin
dixon and hubner did generate interest in the latter day saints in
fact in 1878 treves published a universal dictionary one of the
first of its kind in italian which had entries for mormonism joseph
smith brigham young and utah these entries are surprisingly
even handed and do not attempt as later italian dictionaries did to
criticize the church at times however the factual information
given is inaccurate A second edition of this work which was
Strafforello was published
authored by emilio treves and gustavo strafforello

jeros

in 1880

97
17

italian travelers 1875 1900
besides varvaro pojero there were at least eight italians who
visited utah between 1875 to 1900 and returned to italy to write an
account of their travels despite the criticisms set forth in the works
published by fratelli treves many of these subsequent writers were
favorably impressed by the inhabitants of utah
francesco carega di muriace
muricce visited utah in 1872 during a
trip to north america and published his memoirs three years later
11 carega
1877 72 98
di muricce
1577
7577
in in america 1871
muriace expressed his
admiration for the latter day saints expertise in agriculture and
rural planning by facetiously suggesting that it had almost
convinced him to join their faith like varvaro pojero he was
impressed by salt lake citys
cites theater and most of his memories of
utah concern his visit to a five penny performance of shakespeare
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he was amused that the audience seemed almost

as interested in
seeing brigham young and his wives as it was in the performance he was also surprised that the latter day saint prophet
brought only two of his wives with him he compared the churche
churchs
system of marriage to the catholic religious sacrament and noted
that utah was a kind of mecca for unhappy marriages one can
obtain a divorce for 10 paper money or 9 in coin and that it
was easier for a woman to make out a case than for a husband 91 he
also noted that brigham young taught that unhappiness in marriage
was largely the fault of husbands and urged that this doctrine
should be followed and should be accepted even among us

italians who hypocritically practice mormonism with fatal
results
through illegitimate births and clandestine relation
cormons of utah treat their
ships he continued at least the mormons
wives well and respect them and they the wives live honored
and tranquil lives their children are legitimate maintained and
110
100
given an education loo
in 1876 an anonymous italian correspondent visited utah during
the philadelphia exposition the correspondent had read the book by
simonin which described his visit among the latter day saints even
though the correspondent was extremely critical of the churchs
churche
practice of polygamy he admitted that the practice would inevitably
be discontinued and that the latter day saint faith would then become
a religion like any other the author was also complimentary of the
and
faith
latter day saints courage andy
aith and he expressed
alth
andtaith
andTfalth
lytes who settled utah territory and
admiration for the first proselytes
proselyter
prose
annd
anid
colonized the arid
and west he described salt lake city as a large and
prosperous marketplace there is no luxury but there is also no misery
there is a general feeling that prosperity is equally shared 101
in 1880 another italian correspondent visited salt lake city
on his way to san francisco although paolo devecchi did not write
a book he did send letters to the gazzetta piemontese in torino
some of which were also published in leco ditalia
talla
taila in new york
dl talia
in one of these letters devecchi wrote of his encounter with some
of the italians joseph toronto had brought with him from sicily a
few years earlier these converts he claimed were anxious to
101
return to their homeland 102
eventually one family did return to
sicily and another moved to california where the climate was
101
more to their liking 103
another italian correspondent giovanni vigna dal ferro
visited utah in 1881 he was in the united states for four years
beginning in 1876 and wrote a series of letters to the italian
newspaper la patria a summary of which was later published in
04
11
un viaggio nei
net
americana04
westamericano
Americano
Americana
he arrived in salt lake city
nelfar
belfar
far west

ne
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during april conference in 1881 and was treated very cordially by
church officials including john taylor he was introduced to the
families of other church officials and invited to their homes where
he found a friendly reception and the appearance of complete
happiness 105 yet he also wrote that the latter day saints are not
101
and cannot be said to be a christian people log106
for him they were
men of affairs and had no difficulty in transacting business with
gentiles although he believed their society is destined sooner or
101
later to fall apart 107
six years after the publication of vigna dal ferros book
another book which recounted the visit of carlo gardini to utah
was published in bologna in gli stati uniti ricordi
ricardi 101 gardini
recounts his four visits to the united states between 1878 and 1886
travels which included the most extensive visit by any italian
traveller to utah territory not only did he visit ogden and salt
lake city the usual stopping places for visitors but he also visited
provo milford cedar city silver reef toquerville pipe springs
and kanab
canab during his visit to utah the author was informed that
proselyted in italy had found it
church missionaries who had proselyter
necessary to carry out their work with maximum secrecy because
of the italian governments prohibition against public conferences
like previous italian visitors to the territory gardini found his
reception in utah to be very cordial the hospitality of the latter
day saints is a sacred thing log109 on one occasion gardini was even
given free fruit by a shopkeeper after the merchant learned that
gardini was italian
in exchange for the great pleasure that
your fellow countrymen have given me in both operas and
concerts 100 nevertheless gardini was critical of the church and
called it a bizarre sect and its followers fanatics I I like hubner
and dixon whose books he had read he predicted that the arrival
of the gentiles on the railroad would eventually cleanse the church
and that its doctrines were similar to those of the indians in the
gardikis
territory in fact it was because of gardinis
Gar dinis curiosity about the
indians that he set out for southern utah accompanied by a
companion he referred to as the missionary even in the frontier
settlements of southern utah he continued to be impressed with the
hospitality of the latter day saints he met
in 1892 a book was published which contained the letters of
augusto torlonio
Torlonia written during his travels to india china japan
torlonia
and the united states in 1886 87 it includes one letter written from
salt lake city while the author was traveling from san francisco
Tor lonia described salt lake
to new york before returning to italy torlonia
torlonio
as lovely and its position charming
channing yet he also complained
city aslovely
ofmormonism
that he had hoped to find more traces of
mormonism which is little
1 1
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by little changing into a religious sect without polygamy he was
revelators
disappointed not to see the tabernacle full of apostles revelatory
and bishops on his sunday visit in september 1887 but was
impressed with the acoustics of the structure he also noted the
construction of the temple whose architecture he was not
impressed with he believed that salt lake city was worth a visit
even if after all I1 have seen in the orient nothing in america can
iii112
seriously interest me lii
one of the last travel accounts by an italian who visited utah
in the nineteenth century was written by giulio fano 113I1 fano spent
less than one day in salt lake city on a train trip between san
francisco and denver and as such simply recounted his visit to the
major tourist attractions including the beehive house temple lot
the tabernacle and ZCMI which he described as a cooperative
with marvelous organization he was however taken back by the
knutsford hotel where he complained that the service was not
good and one has to eat a series of badly prepared courses from the
same plate 144
another italian who visited utah for only a short time was
guido rossati who was sent to the united states by the italian
minister of agriculture to study the american wine industry and the
potential market for italian wines he wrote a book entitled
Rela zione di un viaggio distruzione negil stati
stall uniti in which he
relazione
stated that salt lake city was one of the most prosperous cities of
the west and an important agricultural center and that he had
observed some vineyards with alot of blooming grapevines 115
1 I1

1912
18741912
armchair writers 1874

an increasing number of italian writers commented upon the
latter day saints from their armchairs in italy following the
publication of the first travel accounts one of the most curious
ilg in it the author
111
works is by an italian educator emilio teza 116
recounts that he was sent a copy of the deseret first book 117

which was written in the deseret alphabet teza translated
ed in his italian translation a
portions of the book and included
include
includ
pronunciation guide for the new alphabet he also included a short
account of the book of mormon which he concluded was authored
by solomon spaulding
other writers who visited the united states but not utah
also mentioned the latter day saints in 1876 sebastiano fenzi
visited the united states and published his memoirs gita entorno
intorno
gennaio al settembre dellanno 1876 1118 in which he
dai
dalgennaio
aila terra dal
alia
alla
included a short discussion of the church
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in 1878 gustavo strafforello
the universal
co
Strafforello who coauthored
authored
dictionary with emilio treves the same year utilized a book
hellwald119
in which
written by friedrich anton heller von Hell
waid I
wald
heii
heli
hellward
hellwald
Hell
wald described his trip to utah
as the basis for a book la
hellward
hellwald
terra e 11III uomo 120 A second edition was published in 1886 it is
doubtful that strafforello
Straf forello had visited utah nevertheless relying on
Hell
wald he believed that the church was the most socially and
hellward
hellwald
politically important sect in the united states and he sought to
dispel the misconception that a disorganized and primitive way of
mormons
on the contrary he wrote
life exists among the cormons
Mor mons
there exists in every location the maximum order one does not
encounter either beggars or idlers its a country cultivated by hands
12
that transformed a desolated desert 121
he was however critical of
the churchs
churche system of civil government and of its religious claims
but he also noted that the church had been successful in attracting
converts in france italy spain and portugal the book also
republished one of the engravings from Bur
ners
burtons
bartons
hubners
tons and Hub
hibners
books depicting baptism of a neophyte mormon kneeling before
the altar presided over by robed priests 122 in addition it contains
121
several engravings from stansbury 123
which were published in the
german edition of von hellward
wald
Hell
hellwald
in 1884 an italian economist also mentioned the latter day
saints briefly in a book he wrote concerning the agriculture
24
industry and commerce of the united states 124
although egisto
rossi does not specifically state that he visited utah he did spend
thirteen months in the united states between 1881 and 1882 he
reported that salt lake city is one of the most elegant cities in the
united states and that the surviving wives of the defunct pope
brigham young were not much worse off now than before
25
according to the religionists
coreligionists
co
of the famous polygamist 125
in 1885 another italian who had visited the united states but
probably not utah wrote a book in which the latter day saints were
Marti iss work on socialism in the
prominently mentioned 26 de martiiss
a multi volume work on that subject in his
ofamultivolume
united states was part of
multivolumed
multivolume
account of the church he relied heavily on burton hubner
simonin and dixon and was particularly interested in dixons
theory that latter day saint theology borrowed many of its precepts
from the indians who resided in the territory the author also noted
the presence of latter day saints in italy about which he had
learned by reading the correspondence of the united states consular
official who had reported the presence of joseph toronto in sicily
several years earlier he also believed that the death of brigham
young had deprived the saints of a force which has weighed
121
almost despotically upon their heads for many years 127
unlike
1

1

1

121
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previous authors he did not predict the demise of the church after
the death of president young which had occurred eight years
before the publication of his book but he did believe that
Brig hams successor john taylor was not as clever and did not
brighams
command as much respect from his followers 128
in 1888 an article which appeared in the periodical nuova
luova
marteis and the
Ant
ologia derived much of its information from de martiis
antologia
secondary sources he cited 129 although it was quite common for
authors to derive much of their information concerning the church
from other authors Bruni
martiiss
brunialtis
altis article is so similar to de Marti
iss
description of latter day saints that it is difficult not to conclude
that he plagiarized
Marti iss account
plagiarizer most of it from de martiiss
luova
this article was not the first nor last one published by nuova
Ant
ologia on the church in 1877 angelo de gubernatis
antologia
Gubematis commented on the death of brigham young claiming it would halt a
planned latter day saint exodus to the sandwich islands he also
youngs s sons would succeed him but that
wrote that one of brigham young
Brig hams death 130
the religion would not survive long after brighams
another article appeared in 1896 concerning the new constitution
viita cattolica also published an article
vilta
civilia
civilta
of the state of utah 131 la Ci
civiltacattolica
mentioning the latter day saints difficulties in obtaining
statehood because of the practice of polygamy during the period of
mounting tensions with the federal government 132 the article is an
account of italian emigrants who passed through salt lake city
these emigrants who had read hubner criticized polygamy and
like the united states consular official in palmero compared
113
131
111
joseph smith to david lazzaretti 133
another interesting book which mentions the church and was
published in italy prior to the manifesto is by G marinelli 134
volume 7 of this work concerns america and was written around
1890 it included several references to the church the author had
read dixon bowes brunialti and schlagintweit
Schlagin tweit and believed that
the church was in great decay because of polygamy according to
the author polygamy had brought with it slavery and oppression of
women As long as the latter day saints were isolated the system
worked but with the discovery of minerals the coming of the
railway and the influx of immigrants latter day saint women
rebelled and reclaimed their rights As lust and greed entered the
schisma started the author also noted that the church had
church schisms
never had missionary success among catholics
even after the manifesto italy saw published occasional
books which mistakenly accused the church of continuing to
115
sanction polygamous marriages 135
this perception seemed to be
confirmed by the publication in italian of various works of fiction
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written before 1890 including jules vernes around the world in
eighty days and arthur conan doyles A study in scarlet which
contained melodramatic accounts of latter day saint polygamy 136
Sal gari an italian author of adventure novels who
in fact emilio salgari
calgari
has been compared to conan doyle was apparently writing a novel
similar toa
to A study in scarlet when he committed suicide neartorino
near torino
1911
igliL 137 in 1910 romolo bianchi wrote a book about religious
igi
in 191
movements levoluzione reli
giosa nella societal
religiosa
religiose
societa americana
which is volume five of bibliotheca
biblioteca del pensiero moderno 1399 for
him the church was the most important of all religious sects in the
united states and its spiritual beliefs were similar to the spiritual
110
disposition of italian mystics 140140
he advocated the spaulding
theory and argued that the religion had taken its main precepts from
the old testament and patterned its practices after zoroaster and
pythagoras as well as the baptists irvingites
Irving ites and millenialists
Millenia lists
the author also accused the leadership of the church of not being
sincere in its abandonment of polygamy
two years later in 1912 luigi villari in gli stati uniti
111
damenica
damerica
1emigrazione italiana 141
claimed that the church still
dAmerica e iemigrazione
practiced polygamy 42 a mistake which has been replicated by
several italian writers in the last forty years including a recent
editor of la civilia
Civilta cattolica who suggested not only that
civilta
polygamy might continue to be practiced or at least would be if it
were legally possible but also that latter day saints believed that
jesus and adam are the same person 143
141
142

travelers and commentators 1913 1952

for the most part the italian authors of the twentieth century
who discussed the church were not aware of the previous writings
by italians about the latter day saints nor did they know that the
latter day saints had proselyted
proselyter in italy instead they relied on the
german
gennan
works of american english or gen
nan authors which were for
the most part negative in their treatment of the church 144 there are
several exceptions in 1913 two letters written by a waldensian
pastor david bosio were published in the waldensian newspaper
malleis vaudois bosio had visited utah in september
valleis
lecho des vallees
1913 and wrote that he had talked to some of the former
Walden sians who had converted to the church and immigrated to
waldensians
utah approximately sixty years before his visit he noted that most
of them had settled in either ogden or provo and that one of them
had apparently been converted from mormonism to another
christian religion even though bosio visited utah more than
twenty years after the manifesto he also wrote that the church
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FIGURE 4 A mormon elder preaching aboard a train of emigrants E voi mio
veme il giro del
dei
mondo in quanta
delmondo
fe deleAnd
fedele
and you my faithful from jules verne
giorni milano fratelli treves 1887 249
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FIGURE 5 ed era gia balzato
guando lucia
ballato in dietro per afferrare il suo fucile quando
lo trattenne per il braccio and would have rushed upstairs for his
sopravvenuta 10
gun had not lucy seized him by the arm and restrained him A melodramatic scene
poliziotto
from an italian edition of arthur conan doyles A study in scarlet 11II polizzotto
tto
Polizio
dilettante 10
scntto
scritto rosso firenze A salani 1908 157
lo scaritto
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permitted polygamy and that the english government was opposed
to the church because their missionaries go to england principally
to marry women and take them away with them 145
another exception is the work of luca beltrami who wrote
146
I
1
several articles to record the achievements of
mazzuchelli
ofsamuele
samuele
Bel
beltrami
bei
tramiss attitude toward the church was heavily influenced by the
although he did write that
catholic priests writings
mazzuchelli and joseph smith had talked until three oclock in the
morning even though this fact is not mentioned by the catholic
117
141
111
priest in his own book published in 1846 147
ofcipriani were
during the early mussolini years the writings of
cipriani
141
finafly published as well as books by arnoldo cipolla 148
finally
arnoldo
151
111
41 and irene di Ro
cipolla was a seasoned traveler
bilant 150
robilant
fraccaroli 149
who visited utah in 1925 on a trip from alaska to new york city
although he appears to have believed that the church was a religious
sect which disposes men toward polygamy he was more impressed
by salt lake citys
cites unique geography which was comparable to the
abige in
lido of venice in july combined with the valleys of alto adige
september he was also impressed with the great salt lake and the
sultair resort which he estimated had twenty thousand women on the
saltair
dance floor at one time
Frac carolis account is less substantive and contains spurious
fraccarolis
and silly comments on the citizens of utah that they killed cats
which hunt mice on sunday and that latter day saints continued to

practice polygamy 151
on the other hand di Robi
lants references to the church are
robilants
surprisingly complimentary she had read M R werners
biography of brigham young and concluded that previous travel
accounts had overemphasized the latter day saint practice of
polygamy she was convinced that polygamy was not practiced
for the pleasure of men but to provide women with protection
family and offspring the author also believed that the most
important story to be found in the church after the abandonment of
polygamy was its superb economic organization and its commercial
and social prosperity
during the 1930s various encyclopedias were published
which contained slanted and unfavorable accounts of the latter day
saints 52 the authors did not refer to any of the books which had
previously been published in italian concerning the church
instead they relied on anti mormon works published in the united
states great britain and germany in addition a jesuit priest
camillo crivelli briefly mentioned the latter day saints in his
protestants
protestanti
book on protestants in italy 1Iiprotestanti
Protes tanti in italia 153 and later wrote
an entry on mormonism in enciclopedia
encyclopedia cattolica wherein he
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insisted that polygamy continues to be practiced among the
latter day saintsl
saintal even if not as openly as before 154
saints
POST WAR TRENDS
POSTWAR

while a few articles continued to appear in italy subsequent to
II and prior to the reopening of the italian mission in
world war 11
1966 55 hundreds of articles have been published in the italian press
116
during the past twenty
five years 156
twentyfive
at the same time a number of
pamphlets and articles have been published in italian by sectarian
authors who criticize latter day saint theology and doctrines and
warn their readers of the latter day saint missionary menace 157
yet from 1966 to 1989 only two books dedicated exclusively
to the church were written and published in italy 158 the first book
Con
fronto con i mormoni was by a catholic priest pier angelo
confronto
confronts
gramaglia 11159 although published with ecclesiastical approval it
has been criticized by dr massimo introvigne who noted that it
ignores almost all of the scientific literature and historical research
161
60
done concerning the church since the second world war igo
the
second book by a latter day saint convert giovanni stragliotto
perche
dicenta mormone 161
perchi
la mia testimonianza petche
berchi un cattolico diventa
recounts his conversion and a few basic doctrines
the most serious studies of the church by an italian have been
by massimo introvigne who is a torino university lecturer a
lawyer a practicing roman catholic and director of the center
for studies on new religions CESNUR he has written the most
scholarly unbiased articles on the church published in italy to
161
date 162
in his most recent books le nuove
neove reli
religions
religioni
gioni and le sette
christiane
crist
iane introvigne discusses and compares the church and its
cristiane
main splinter groups with other important new religious
Intro vignes books will no doubt become important
movements introvignes
sources in italy for nonmembers
non
members about the church and other new
religions for many years to come in 1990 and 1991
iggi1 CESNUR also
199
161
published books on new religions 163
the material includes chapters
on the church by massimo introvigne and jean frangois
francois mayer
who are both conversant with church history and theology
during the past year a third book devoted solely to the church
by an italian author was published by one of the largest publishing
64 michele straniero is a journalist from turin
companies in italy 164
who has been a student and observer of the church since 1972 when
he interviewed harold B lee who visited italy while returning
from israel straniero has also visited utah and written several
articles on it in the italian press his book is nonsectarian and
attempts to accurately present church history by quoting the works
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of historians such as leonard arrington B H roberts james B
ailen and glen M leonard and the doctrinal works of james E
allen
alien
talmage and bruce R mcconkie he does not totally ignore other
non mormon commentators but he does not cite anti mormon
statements which have been the common content of past books
mentioning the church
while most of the italian authors who have written about the
five years have not been aware of the
twentyfive
church during the past twenty
prior works discussed in this paper they are aware of scholarly
five years and can
twentyfive
works about the church written in the past twenty
now present a more complete and unbiased picture of the church to
the italian public
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5960
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super ira
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